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Prerequisites
It is not necessary to have prerequisites to carry out an adequate academic progress of Social Intervention
Networks.

Objectives and Contextualisation
The course on Social Intervention Networks is located in the fourth year of the Degree, in the specialization of
Sentence enforcement. The course aims to provide students with the tools to assist former incarcerated
persons and other persons under the supervision of the criminal justice system, to achieve resettlement.
The course has two parts; the first one deals with the variety of social interventions that are relevant to assist
persons under the supervision of the criminal justice system; the second one is focused on the relevant
aspects of the labor and social security law for the resettlement of persons under the supervision of the
criminal justice system.

Skills
Ability to analyse and summarise.
Applying a crime prevention program at a community level.
Applying an intervention proposal about a person serving a sentence.
Carrying out the criminological intervention on the basis of the values of pacification, social integration
and prevention of further conflicts.
Drawing up an academic text.
Identifying existing social resources to intervene in the conflict and criminality.
Students must demonstrate a comprehension of the best crime prevention and intervention models for
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Students must demonstrate a comprehension of the best crime prevention and intervention models for
each specific problem.
Students must demonstrate they know a variety of criminal policies in order to face criminality and its
different foundations.
Using the evaluation techniques of criminogenic risk and needs of a person in order to decide an
intervention proposal.
Verbally transmitting ideas to an audience.
Working autonomously.
Working in teams and networking.

Learning outcomes
1. Ability to analyse and summarise.
2. Acting in a professional way in the criminological field for pacifying, social integration and
delinquency-prevention purposes.
3. Applying a prevention program for crime control agents.
4. Applying an effective evaluative model in order to detect the criminological intervention needs in prison
population.
5. Appropriately applying social resources to criminality.
6. Demonstrating they know the means and scientific procedures of crime prevention.
7. Drawing up an academic text.
8. Effectively and individually implementing a criminological intervention.
9. Effectively developing a delinquency prevention program in the community area.
10. Intervening in the criminological field for pacifying, conciliatory and crime-prevention purposes.
11. Knowing the structural prevention strategy of delinquency.
12. Producing a social prevention program of delinquency.
13. Properly using the criminological prevention and intervention programs.
14. Verbally transmitting ideas to an audience.
15. Working autonomously.
16. Working in teams and networking.

Content
Block A
1. - Networking, concept and limits
1.1. - Knowledge Society and society network
1.2. - Networking, conceptual aspects
1.3. - Models of work in network
2. - The network of social intervention: areas, institutions, programs, actions and professionals
2.1. - Training
2.2. - Employment
2.3. - Health
2.4. - Housing
2.5. - Wellness
2.6. - Participation and citizenship
3. - Strategies for networking
3.1. - Leadership
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3.1. - Leadership
3.2. - Collaboration
3.3. - Communication
3.4. - Documentation, monitoring and evaluation.
Block B
4. - Work in the open labor market
4.1. - Legal framework work in a labor law view.
4.2. - Access to work and labor intermediation.
4.3. - Promotion of the employment of people at risk of exclusion.
4.3.1. - Public plans and programs
4.3.2. - Social Security fee bonuses
4.3.3. - Training contract
4.4. - Effects of prison on the employment contract
4.4.1. - Termination and suspension of employment contract
4.4.2. - Employment of people in open prison scheme
4.5. - Employment in insertion companies
4.5.1. - Insertion companies
4.5.2. - Employment contract system in insertion companies
5. - Penitentiary work
5.1. - Legal framework and bases.
5.2. - Employment contract parties.
5.3. - Activities related with penitentiary work
5.4. - Access to work and mobility
5.5. - Work management
5.6. - Labor rights: working time and salaries
5.7. - Termination and suspension of employment contract
5.8. - Contract of employment in the case of minor in juvenile detention center
6. - Social protection to people in prison and former prisoners
6.1. - Unemployment protection in the main level of Social Security System
6.2. - Unemployment welfare protection. Main features
6.3. - Unemployment benefits for former prisoners
6.4. - Invalidity pension
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Methodology
The methodology will try to combine the presentation of the most important theoretical aspects, following a
system of master classes, from which the dynamics will be work in seminar format with a high participation of
the students. To make this possible, cases, problems, simulations and presentations of experiences and
focused debates will be presented.

In this sense, a percentage of blocks A and B will be devoted to master classes (percentage, which will be
higher in section B). On the other hand, the teaching methodology will also be based on other types of directed
activity that in Block A will be integrated by case studies, simulations or role playing, as well as exhibitions by
the students. As for Block B, several seminar sessions will be devoted to the preparation and effective
realization and subsequent debate of practical cases related to the subject.

Activities
Title

Hours

ECTS

Learning outcomes

21

0.84

5, 13

Discussion of case law (Block B)

3

0.12

2, 4, 9, 10, 7, 1, 16

Role playing

7

0.28

2, 5, 4, 3, 9, 8, 10, 1, 16, 13

Seminars

4

0.16

2, 5, 8, 10, 1, 14, 16

Students presentations

10

0.4

5, 9, 1, 14, 15, 13

Essays

22

0.88

5, 7, 1, 15, 13

Reading of papers, case law and writting of summaries

33

1.32

5, 9, 15

Training of expositions

50

2

10, 7, 1, 15

Type: Directed
Lectures
Type: Supervised

Type: Autonomous

Evaluation
Assessment criteria:
Each block represents 50% of the final mark. In order to pass the subject the student needs: a) a minimum
average mark of 5/10; b) a minimum mark of 4/10 in each block.
Block A (50 per 100)

Evidence

Mark in the Block

Exam

20
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Case study

15

Role playing

30

Presentations

53

Block B (50 per 100)

Evidence

Mark in the Block

Exam

60

Continuous assessment of practical activities

40

Remarks on assessment on block B
The exam is composed of two parts: in the fists one the student should develop parts of the program (access
to work, effects of prison on the employment contract, employment in insertion companies, prison work,
unemployment protection). This part has a value of 18 points and the minimum mark to pass is 7. The second
part is a multiple choice. This part has a value of 42 points. There are 14 questions. Each question has a value
of 3points. Wrong answers discount 0.5.
Students need to obtain a minimum mark of 23/60 points to pass the subject. If the mark is inferior, no
compensation is possible with the mark obtained in the continuous assessment activities.
Attendance
Attendance is compulsory at 100%. If a student does not attend a minimum of 80 per 100 of the teaching
activities he/she won't be able to pass the course. Non-attendance due to illness of other similar reasons will
not have negative consequences provide there is valid accreditation. Non justified absences would reduce the
final mark up to 10%.
Fraudulent conducts
-Students who cheat or try to cheat in exams will get a 0, losing the right of reassessment.
-Plagiarism in essays will conduct to fail mark and to a warning. In case of repetition the student will get a 0 in
the subject, losing the right of reassessment.

Evaluation activities
Title

Weighting

Hours

ECTS

Learning outcomes

Case study

27 per 100

0

0

4, 6, 10, 12, 1, 15, 13

Exam

40 per 100

0

0

11, 7, 1

Expositions

18 per 100

0

0

5, 1, 14, 15, 13
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Role playing

15 per 100

0

0

2, 5, 4, 3, 9, 8, 10, 12, 16, 13
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